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ABSTRACT: Cloud Computing (CC) is a internet based computing technology having shared scalable infrastructure that can be
used as service by users. Simply CC can be referred as hardware & software deliverable using internet that is also as a service.
An outstanding innovation & technology getting popular due to lower-cost, flexibility and scalability as per user’s
requirement. Regardless of its popularity large organizations, enterprises are reluctant to move on cloud computing due to
its security issues, especially user’s data security. Organizations have expressed concern over data security as their
confidential and sensitive data needs to be stored by service provider at any location globally, that’s why security can’t be
compromised at all. CC has different security issues at different levels like software security, platform security, infrastructure
security etc. This research shall take a review and to focus on user’s data security i.e. data storage security issues and how to
minimize unauthorized access to data, then available solutions will be presented and an access control model will be
suggested. It’ll help the reluctant users to easily decide to shift on cloud while understanding the risks associated with CC.

KEYWORDS: Access Control Model, Cloud Computing, Data Security, Infrastructure Security, Organization’s Data, Platform
Security, Unauthorized Access.

1

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is promising solution for accessing and using resources over internet. It’s powerful and processing and
storage solution which is provided on-demand. Cloud provides services to users and has the ability being scalable and
reliable. It scales it’s and improve its capacity by adding more hardware as per need, which allows to deal the growling need
of cloud day by day. User can access his own or hosted data and applications from anywhere in the world. Resources in cloud
are shared among many users. These recourses are provided as service on an need bases, as the resources increase when
user wants more and decreases when need it less.
In cloud computing, we can get services from geographically spread the sources, instead of from remotely available
server. There is no pet definition of cloud computing, but we can say that it is a collection of geographically spread
servers known as master computer, offering the demanded services to end-user as and when required on pay per
use policy. There are mainly three kinds of services provided by cloud which are SaaS, IaaS, and Paas Amazon EC2 bright is a
bright example of cloud computing. Cloud has changed the concept of software development style, as it has become more
web centric. Many companies are providing cloud service, currently some prominent are Google corporation , International
Business Machines(IBM), M.S (Microsoft), Amazon Inc., Virtual Machine (VM)ware & EMC.
In cloud computing, we can get services from geographically spread the sources, instead of from remotely available
server. There is no pet definition of cloud computing, but we can say that it is a collection of geographically spread
servers known as master computer, offering the demanded services to end-user as and when required on pay per
use policy. There are mainly three kinds of services provided by cloud which are SaaS, IaaS, and Paas Amazon EC2 bright is a
bright example of cloud computing.
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Fig.1. Cloud Computing

NIST - National institute of standard and technology describes the cloud computing as “a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks server, storage
applications. And services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction” [1]. The cloud is being seen as important and vital in the IT industry as time goes on and will impact more on
information technology for the society. Cloud infrastructure is mainly relay on deliverable service those are based on servers
with different levels of virtualization technology.

2

ACCESS CONTROL MODEL

An access control model (ACM) is a collection of components & methods which determines the legitimacy of user
activities by the legitimate users based upon pre- configured access permissions and privileges described in the access
security policy [2]. The fundamental goal of any access control model is to restrict a user exactly where he should be able to
perform normal activities and protect information from unauthorized access.
There is a vast variety of methods, models, technologies and administrative capabilities used to propose and design
access control model. Thus each access control model has its own attributes, methods and functions, which derive from
either a policy or a set of policies. Cloud computing is a shared & open environment, which has its own characteristics and
features such as on-demand services, mobility, multi-tenancy, and ubiquitous. Thus, cloud service providers need a powered
access control model for controlling entrance to their resources with the ability to monitor precisely who accesses them.
They should have the ability to deal with dynamic and random behaviors of cloud consumers, heterogeneity and diversity of
services.
2.1

WHY CONVENTIONAL ACMS CAN’T BE USED
There are certain reasons exist, some of them are listed below.

• Cloud is very complex and sophisticated due to the dynamic nature of the cloud’s resources [3].
• Entities those are cloud based are likely to reside in varied trusted domains and may be located in different countries that
have various rules and regulations. Thus, they may not trust each other as per requirement [4].
• Conventional access control models in cloud would suffer from the lack of flexibility in attribute management and
scalability.
• Heterogeneity, ubiquitous and variety of services [5].
• Diversity or variety of access control policies and various access control interfaces can cause improper interoperability [6].
• Dealing with a large number of users, different classiﬁcation, high dynamic performance, mobility features and changes in
high frequency is part of cloud [7].
• Different access permissions to a same cloud user, and giving him/her ability to use multiple services with regard to
authentication and login time [7],[8].
• Sharing of resources among potentially untrusted tenants, multi-tenancy and virtualization, mechanisms which helps to
support transfer customers’ credentials across layers to access services and resources are crucial aspects in any access
control model that is going to be deployed in cloud computing [9].
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3

MANDATORY ACCESS CONTROL MODEL (MAC)

Mandatory Access Control (MAC) model, a central authority-in command for giving access decisions to a subject that
request access to objects or information in objects. In order to secure access to objects and the information that flows
between objects, MAC assigns an access class to each subject and object in system. An access class is a security level that is
used to secure the flow of information between objects and subjects with dominance relationship. Object classifications are
security labels that are used to classify objects based upon the sensitivity of information they have. Subject clearances are
security levels used to reflect the trustworthiness or rules of subjects. The early formula and most well-known relationships
were proposed by Bell and LaPadula in 1973. This model is also known as multilevel security and uses only two properties noread-up and no-write-down properties.
The Belle-LaPadula model has concentrated on securing and controlling data flow, but protecting the confidentiality in a
system is not the only goal in securing information. Hence, Biba (1977) used the same principles utilized by BelleLaPadula
model to propose a model for protecting the integrity of objects. Although the mandatory access control model provides
protection against information flow and indirect information leakages, it does not guarantee complete secrecy of the
information either in the BelleLaPadula model or the Biba model both are vulnerable. For example, any un classiﬁed subject
can write into top secret objects, and could cause improper modifications to objects and violate their integrity.
In fact, this model is very expensive and difficult to deploy and does not support separation of duties, least privileges, and
delegation or inheritance principles. Dynamic activation of access rights for certain tasks is not supported in this model.
Moreover, it does not support time and location constraints. It needs a precise management system for dealing with system
components that reside either inside or outside of the model. For instance, processes and libraries are considered as trusted
components, but sometimes they need to break MAC principles. Thus, they might need to reside outside of the MAC model.
Furthermore, over classify subjects or objects can happen in it.
The BLP still does not deal with the creation or destruction of subjects or objects. Security labels are not flexible and
convenient for task execution. MAC requires a central authority to determine what information should be made accessible
and by whom. For example, a manager might want to access information about a staff member, but s/he should not be able
to have full access to the members ﬁle, as s/he could access and reveal sensitive information of member such as bank
account details. As cloud computing is going to use current web applications to deliver their services to users, MAC has to
deal with a lack of sophisticated semantic models, which represent and communicate privileges and constraints that are
provided via access control policies[9]

4

DISCRETIONARY ACCESS CONTROL MODEL (DAC)

The Discretionary Access Control (DAC) model, grants the owners of objects the ability to restrict access to their objects,
or information in the objects based upon user identity or a membership in certain group. DAC model is generally less secure
than mandatory access control model i.e. DAC < MAC secure, so it is used in environments that do not require a high level of
protection. However, DAC is the most used model in commercial operating systems such as UNIX and Windows-based
platforms because it is more flexible and easier to be utilized than other models. There are two ways to implement a
discretionary access control (DAC) model, this can be achieved via identity based access control or by means of an access
control matrix (Access Control List (ACL)) or capabilities) [4].
The DAC depends on allowing owners of the objects to control access permissions to objects, yet it has many drawbacks
when it is utilized in cloud. For instance, there is no mechanism or method to facilitate the management of improper rights
(e.g. risk awareness), which owners of objects can give to users. Occasionally users are required to use privileges that reveal
information about objects to third parties. For instance, a user can only read a file in a company, and then s/he can copy file
contents to another file in order to pass it to another user. The DAC have not the ability to control information flow or deal
with Trojan horses that can inherit access permissions [8], [10].
On the other side, a user may pass their rights to another user, and that can violate the integrity and confidentiality of
objects. Finally, it cannot be scaled enough for cloud computing.

5

ROLE BASED ACCESS CONTROL MODEL (RBAC)

Role-based access control (RBAC) is considered as a natural way to control access to resources in organizations,
enterprises, firms. The motivation behind RBAC comes from considering “a subject’s responsibility is more important than
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whom the subject is about” [9] In the RBAC model, a subject can have more than one role or be a member of many groups.
For example, an employee within an organization can be a member in secretaries group and employees group [10].
Task-Role Based Access Control (T-RBAC) model is another access control approach that has been proposed, that is based
upon the RBAC model (Oh and Park, 2003). However, it assigns permissions to tasks instead of roles. Users in this model are
assigned roles, which are assigned tasks that have permissions relevant to it. It uses the workflow authorization model for
synchronizing workflow with authorization flow work togaher. The scheme has used tasks to support active access control
and roles to support passive access control.
The RBAC model has many advantages compared to, DAC and MAC models, yet it has its own difficulties and problems,
issues when it is deployed in the real-world. Firstly, picking the right roles that represent a system is not an easy task to do
and dividing subjects into categories based upon roles might make things worse [11].
Roles in the RBAC model, classify subjects in a number of possible categories; thus each subject has to have a role in order
to access the system. Despite that, roles can give a subject more rights than s/he necessarily needs to have, with a possibility
of having another role which could lead to the violation of the access security policy.
It fails to handle these issues:
• It does not provide any kind of sensitivity level to the information. For example some information is more sensitive than
others such as the medical history in a patient file.
• Relationships are defined according to identities not just roles such as the doctor patient relationship. E.g. a paediatric
doctor should not be allowed to access a patient file in the psychology department of hospital.
• It does not support the delegation principle, which is a need in organization for dealing with absences of their staff.
Furthermore, it does not consider the time and location constraints, which are utilized for restricting access to system
ﬁles and minimizing the probability of information leakage. It also fails to deal with dynamic and random behaviors of
users.
• It does not support active responsibilities of staff as it does not separate tasks form roles. Moreover, dynamic activation
of access rights for certain tasks is not supported.
• The RBAC has to deal with a lack of sophisticated semantic models to represent and communication privileges. For
instance, a doctor in a remote area might not be able to access the system via cloud computing due to lack of syntactic
and semantic support. It also has to deal with a semantic gap between the user authentication mechanisms and the
authorization mechanisms.
• In cloud computing, there is a large demand for testing and verifying access control functions, which are considered as
static tests. There are also other dynamic compliance functions that can be used as support functions; for example
reporting alerting privileges or conflict of rules and monitor the system current states. For instance, a doctor who has full
access to patients’ files in his/her department should not be allowed to move, copy them to another place or even access
them from home should be restricted [12].
• Before utilizing the RBAC in cloud computing, it has to assure granting access decisions in a reasonable time and according
to system requirements. For example, the response time is critical in many applications such as a health care system. A
consultant away from a hospital needs to access the system in a timely manner, disregarding a number of access requests
to the RBAC and distance.
• Any critical infrastructure service provider who aims to migrate to the cloud, with thousands of users, hundreds of roles,
and millions of permissions face a tremendous task that cannot realistically be centralized by a small team of security
administrators that makes it so difficult to migrate [14].
In a health care system, there is always a sequence of operations will need to be controlled. For example, a doctor in
order to give a patient the right treatments, s/he needs to check the patient’s physical conditions, look at the patient’s
medical history and asks for tests or scans. S/he might ask for help from another doctor or transfer some information to
another hospital. Each one of the last operations needs a different set of permissions. Thus, the RBAC may not be able to
ensure access for a continue of operations in cloud computing.

6

ATTRIBUTE BASED ACCESS CONTROL MODEL (ABAC)

The Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) model relies on a set of attributes associated with a requester or a resource to
be accessed in order to make access decisions. There are many ways to define or use attributes in this model. An attribute
can be a user’s work start date, a location of a user, a role of a user or all of them. Attributes may or may not be related to
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each other [4]. After defining attributes that are used in the system, each attribute is considered as a discrete value, and
values of all attributes are compared against set of values by a policy or decision making point to grant or deny access [15].
These kinds of models are also known as either Policy-Based Access Control (PBAC) or Claims Based Access Control
(CBAC). Moreover, a subject does not have to be known in advance to the system, it just needs to authenticate itself to the
system then provide its attributes simply. However, reaching an agreement about what kind of attributes should be used,
and how many attributes are take into account for making access decisions is a complex task in cloud computing
environment. This model has not been presented and implemented for well-known operating systems [6],[7].
Proposing a security policy that can work accurately with this kind of access control model is essential, because the
security policy is responsible for selecting the important attributes that are used to make access decisions.

7

RISK-BASED ACCESS CONTROL MODEL (RBAC)

Risk-Based Access Control model was proposed to deal with multinational organizations that face various kinds of policies
and regulations. This model strives to use different kinds of risk levels with environmental conditions and use the principle of
“operational need” in order to make access decisions. In Quantified Risk Adaptive Access Control (QRAAC), risk is calculated
as risk ¼ V*P, where V is the information value that reﬂects the sensitivity level of the resource, and P is the probability of
unauthorized disclosure, which reﬂects the responsibility of the user. The security policy in this model is dynamic; it is
changed according to a variety of risk levels stated in the security policy [12],14].
However, this model is difﬁcult to deploy in cloud because of the amount of analysis required and number of systems to
be merged to compute risk levels. It needs expertise level that can deal with the model. Finally, security policies and
environmental conditions need to be standardized as they play a crucial role on making access decisions [6].

8

ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED ACCESS CONTROL MODEL FOR CLOUD

Based on the analysis of the research carried out in the area, the architecture for the access control model in cloud
computing environments is shown in the Figure

Fig. 2. Architecture of Access Control Model for Cloud

•
•
•
8.1

Cloud Service Consumer (CSC)
Cloud Service Provider (CSP)
Identity Provider (IdP).

CLOUD SERVICE CONSUMER (CSC)

Cloud Service Consumer (CSC) put forward the request for the required resources or services hosted by the Cloud Service
Providers (CSPs). Proper authentication of the CSC is necessary to ensure that unauthorized users can not access the services
from the CSPs. The cloud users may subscribe to a variety of services depending on their organizational structure and
requirements and normally they are charged based on a as pay-per-use model. The main functional modules/components of
the Cloud Service Consumer (CSC) component are
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•
•
•
8.1.1

Trust Provider (TP)
Access Control Request Handler (ACRH)
Identity Provider Selector(IdPS)

TRUST PROVIDER (TP)

Cloud Computing involves multi-domain environments and the trust is an important part which needs to be built between
the service provider and service consumers. The mutual trust between the service provider and service consumers and also
between the providers of various services and the identity providers has core importance especially in the case of distributed
systems like cloud computing or other computing service. This module also takes into account the trust values or information
of the entity from other Trusted Third Parties (TTP).
8.1.2

ACCESS CONTROL REQUEST HANDLER (ACRH)

This module deals with the access requests when the CSC tries to access the services hosted by the service provider. It
also then establish contact with the Identity Provider Selector (IdPS) module so that the Identity Provider (IdP) could be
selected to meet the identity management requirements for the communication between the entities.
8.1.3

IDENTITY PROVIDER SELECTOR (IDPS)

The service consumer must has to select a suitable Identity Provider (IdP) in order to get the identiﬁcantion token, so that
it can be used to access the various services hosted by the Cloud Service Providers (CSP).
CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDER (CSP)

8.2

The Cloud Service Provider hosts and provides a variety of services and/or resources for the service consumers. In order
to avoid unlawful or unauthorized access, proper authentication and authorization of the CSCs are compulsory at every stage
of access. The cloud computing enables the service providers to present many services such as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS),
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). In SaaS service, the softwares can be used by the user
without actually purchasing or installing the required software on the user’s computer. For example Google Apps. In PaaS
service, the development platform provided from the cloud service providers and the users can use that platform to design
and develop cloud-based applications. e.g. Google App Engine. In IaaS service, the computing infrastructure like
CPU/processor cycles, storage space etc. are provided by the service providers and the users can utilize these resources as
per their resource requirements. For example Amazon S3, Elastic Cloud (EC2) etc. In order to gain effective interaction
between various service domains and user domains, the service providers wil support the identity federation by integrating
the security tokens using standards such as SAML or OpenID generated by the Identity Providers.
The major different modules of the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) are given below
•
•
•
•
•
8.2.1

Authentication (AuthnN)
Authorization (AuthzZ)
Policy Conflict Manager (PCM)
Identity Provider Selector (IdPS) and
Trust Provider (TP)

AUTHENTICATION (AUTHN)

This module veriﬁes the identity of the requestor by interacting with the identity provider component by using identity
tokens such as SAML assertions. The CSP has many IdPs enlisted in its trusted domain. The CSP and the CSC agree on a
specific IdP for subsequent interaction between them.
8.2.2

AUTHORIZATION (AUTHZZ)

This module veriﬁes the access rights of all cloud service consumer (CSC) and initialize the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)
and the Policy Decision Point (PDP) components. PEP contacts with PDP for validity of the access request. PDP accesses the
local policy database stored alongwith the CSP. PDP also contacts with the Policy Conﬂict Manager (PCM) model to solve the
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policy conﬂicts, come out of various users trying to access different resources in an organization at the same time. Proper
break-glass mechanism needed to be implemented with the PDP in order to handle emergency access requests. The decision
made by the PDP is implemented properly by the PEP.
8.2.3

POLICY CONFLICT MANAGER (PCM)

In order to satisfy any access request by any of the cloud user, the access control mechanism has to make sure that the
organizational rules and security policies are enforced thoroughly & properly. Policy conﬂicts, faced by the various access
requirements and made by different users are handled by this module before taking any ﬁnal access decision.
8.2.4

IDENTITY PROVIDER SELECTOR (IDPS)

The role of identity provider selector module in the CSP is to select the trusted IdPs in its domain. IdPS interacts with the
trust provider model to get the current trust value of different IdPs. This module do interacts with client or CSC to determine
the IdP to select it for authenticating the user before accessing the services hosted on the cloud server, and then selection is
based on various factors such as the type of the service requested and preference of user for security and privacy. CSP
contacts with the identity provider for authentication of the cloud user.
8.2.5

TRUST PROVIDER (TP)

The role of trust provider module at the cloud service provider (CSP) is to calculate the trust value of cloud service
consumers based upon different parameters such as the previous experience with the customer & the current repo value
collected from other trusted third parties (TTP). This module also find out the trust values associated with the different
identity providers again based on the aforesaid mentioned factors to decide upon the identity providers to be selected as
truthful. This trust calculation should adopt dynamic mechanisms as the trust values of a variety of entities change from time
to time during transactions.
8.3

IDENTITY PROVIDER (IDP)

In Cloud Computing, a user or an organization may subscribe to services from multiple service providers in order to meet
the resource requirements. This scenario underlines the urgent requirement for the proper identity management in cloud
computing. Federated identity management approach (like Single Sign-On authentication) is required for the current cloud
computing scenario. The cloud users in a cloud federation are not required to use multiple credentials each one for every
cloud service provider or service they subscribe to. The CSCs can use the identity tokens generated by the Identity Provider
(Ping Identity, Sympliﬁed etc.). The users exchange the security tokens (normally SAML assertions) generated by the Identity
Provider with various Cloud Service Providers in the federation.
8.4

WORKFLOW MODEL FOR THE ACCESS CONTROL IN CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS

The model of workflow for the access control in cloud computing environments is shown in the Figure 3. It is shown in the
figure the different steps performed by the CSCs, CSPs and the IdPs during the contact are given below
• A cloud service consumer i.e. (CSC) wants to access and use the service hosted by the cloud service provider and initiates
the access request.
• In the first step dynamic trust value of the CSP is calculated by the CSC which is based on the previous transaction
performed and the information provided by the trusted third parties (TTP).
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Fig. 3. Workﬂow Model for the Access Control in Cloud Environment

• The authentication request is sent to CSC by the CSP.
• The CSC communicates with the CSP to decide the suitable IdP based on the type of service request and the security’s
preferences. It is assumed that the cloud service provider (CSP) selects the IdPs in which is available in its trusted domain
relying on the trust values of different IdPs, and also based on the previous history of communication and, the trust
and/or reputation value provided by other trusted entities.
• The CSC then communicates with the selected IdP to get the security tokens (e.g. SAML assertions).
• The CSC then contacts with the CSP, using the tokens issued in the step (v) by the IdP.
• CSP veriﬁes and run the authentication process of the CSC by interacting with the IdP.
• Authorization request is handled by the PEP & PDP modules of the CSP.
• PDP decides whether the request could be allowed, by contacting the local policy storage database. It also considers the
policy conflict management, dynamic trust management of the CSC and the proper break-glass mechanism for dealing
with the user requests.
• The response to the access request is communicated to the CSC.

9

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

As far as the confidentiality and privacy of the cloud computing scenario is concerned, Distributed Access Control is an
issue which needs the proper design and deployment of its solutions. Dynamic trust management of various cloud service
providers and cloud consumers requires further research and effective solutions. Protecting the privacy of the various cloud
consumers is of paramount importance in the widespread acceptance of the cloud computing paradigm.
The analysis of the work carried out in this area reveals that most of the works do not give effective approaches for the
dynamic policy conﬂict management, and hence needs to be explored further. Also, efﬁcient break-glass mechanism should
be associated with the authorization process to deal with the emergency access needs in the cloud environments, while
developing an efﬁcient, reliable and scalable access control mechanism.

10 CONCLUSION
The security issue is the biggest barrier when promote and apply the cloud computing technologies on a large-scale. Yet
cloud computing security related researches are still at the initial stage. In cloud computing the users’ data are stored in the
clouds, the confidentiality of the data is facing great challenge. As the key technology of information security, the technology
of access control is an important mechanism for privacy protection in cloud computing, and it is also an important approach
to avoid the data in the clouds being illegally accessed, distorted and used. With the popularization of cloud computing,
people’s attention to the confidentiality of data will be continually enhanced, and the researches in this field will get more
and more intensive.
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